LIBRARIANS MEETING
Monday, February 19, 1996 @ 2:00 p.m.
Library Conference Room
Lanny reported that, although the construction
completion date is presently being perceived as the
beginning of May, a more realistic date would be sometime in
the summer. Using available shelving will be the major
hurdle with its need to be disassembled, painted, moved and
re-assembled. An estimate from a workman from an Orlando
painting company was a minimum of three weeks.
Lanny
estimated the additional cost to buy all new shelving would
be approximately $70,000.
Present plans are to use the
existing shelves entirely on the third floor and for half of
the second floor stacks.
Lanny stressed the need for close supervision during
the move to ensure that everything, especially the books,
are handled properly and are placed in the correct location.
He also pointed out the need to address changes and possible
addition to the library's policies and procedures. He said
that the same key will open all inside doors as well as both
the loading platform door and the front doors.
Campus mail
delivery personnel will need a key so that deliveries can be
made without having the delivery area constantly manned.
Another concern is the placement of the security cameras in
the Circulation area. Access to the group study rooms was
discussed; it was agreed that keys numbered for the rooms
they open should be issued only in exchange for a current
ID.
Lanny asked that each staff member decide which
furniture and equipment will be taken to the new building.
These items can be temporarily stored and used in the
"research rooms" located adjacent to the study rooms. He
said examples of such items are book trucks, the book-drop
receptacles, and computers.
Present your lists to Lanny
soon so that the estimate for moving can be as accurate as
possible.
Lanny displayed the "color board" on which were photos
and fabric samples of the furniture for the new library. He
passed around the carpet sample also.

Signe opened a discussion on Tampa Reference's proposal
for cataloging full-text journals available on-line.
It was
agreed that "USF" needs to be substituted for "Tampa" to
avoid duplication and confusion of many listings on LUIS.
Doubts were expressed concerning the resources available for
such a project and the need for assuring accurate and
frequent updating.
Signe will transmit these concerns to
the proponents.
Kathy distributed a list of serials she would like to
order and asked for comments and additions for these and for
CDRoms.
It was agreed that it would be useful to get any or
all of the following newspapers on CDRom: New York Times,
Washington Post; Wall Street Journal. Also, Landmark, which
would update our US Code resources.
Ed announced the arrival of two new CDRoms: Total
Baseball (a gift) and County Business Survey, 1992/93.
It
was agreed that the·former be put in Circulation. Ed
expressed concern about the security of the CDs in the new
building and presented several possible solutions, from
security strips to mounting the CDs onto hard drives; a
discussion followed.
Ed reported on several meetings he recently attended
and passed out a report of the new technology he learned of
at these meetings. He spoke of the problems presented by
President Castor's wanting to issue an 8-page letter on the
USF News server. A request to make a Marine Science
dissertation accessible from our Web site was discussed at
length.
It was agreed that a document release would be
absolutely necessary so that the Library would be free of
any charges in case of plagiarism.
Another concern was the
request's precedent setting, and that, perhaps, the decision
should be made by a higher authority (legal, BOR?).
Signe (for Tina) brought up the necessity to update the
Reference Collection prior to the move to the new building.
At that time, circulating reference from the second floor
will be integrated into the general reference area. Many
duplicates and outdated volumes will need to be discarded.
A list will be circulated for discard approval, additions or
corrections.
Next Meeting:

March 18, 1996 @ 2pm

